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Abstract
The complex microstructuresof an anthophyllite asbestosspecimenfrom Pelham,Massachusetts,have been elucidatedby transmissionelectron microscopyand electron diffraction
techniques.The specimenconsistsprimarily of small amphibole crystallitesthat are greatly
elongatedin the c direction.Adjacent crystallitesare crystallographicallyrotated with respect
to each other, but are not related by a twinning operation.The anthophyllite possesses
pervasivemoderatechain-width disorder.Central screwdislocationsare not presentin the crystallites, indicating that they did not grow by a spiral growth mechanismaround screwdislocations.
The grain-boundarystructuresbetweenrotated crystalliteshave been characterizedusing
high-resolutionTEM methods.Low-angle grain boundariesmay be largely structurally coherent, whereashigh-angle grain boundaries are typically incoherent. Many of the grain
boundaries are partially fllled by talc, serpentine minerals, or chlorite. Unusual conformations ofcurved serpentineare present,and antigorite occursin ordered l- and 2-layer
polytypesthat are intimately intergrown with stacking-disorderedantigorite. The curvature
reversalsin someareasof antigorite are non-periodic,with spacingsmuch larger than those
usually observed.
The microstructuresstronglysuggestthat the primary mechanismof fiber formation in this
asbestosis separationalong the grain boundariesbetweenindividual crystallites.This process
may be enhancedby the pervasivepresenceof sheet silicatesalong the grain boundaries.
However, this is not the only mechanismof fiber formation that can occur in amphiboles,
sincein someother anthophyllite specimenscrystalssplit preferentially along (100) stacking
faults and (010)chain-width errors.Disaggregationalong suchplanar defectsmay thus be an
important secondarymechanismof fiber formation in commercialamphibole asbestos.
The correlation of chain-width errors with the asbestiformhabit may result in part from
the cellular structureof amphibole asbestos:hydrothermal fluids that produce these defects
could diffuse much more rapidly along the incoherent grain boundaries than they could
through the bulk structureof massiveamphiboles.Rapid fluid conduction along thesecellular grain boundariescan also accountfor the abundanceofsheet silicatesas grain-boundary
flllings.

Introduction
Someof the most complex prob_lemsin mineralogy
involve the relationshipsamong physical properties,
crystal structure,and defect structure.In nany minerals, the ideal crystal structure clearly controls mechanicalproperties,such as cleavage,as well as other
properties,such as color and electrical conductivity.
In other cases,crystal defectsexercisessillelling influences on physical properties. For example, low
concentrationsofthe defectsreferredto as color centers can severelyalter light-absorptionproperties of
w3-.wx/80/
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alkali halides,and the mechanicaldeformationproperties of most crystalline materials are dependentas
much on the presenceand motion of dislocationsas
they are on the ideal crystal structure.
One of the most important unansweredquestions
in rock-forming silicate crystallography involves the
mechanicalbehaviorof amphiboles.Most amphibole
crystals("massiveor acicular amphiboles")are quite
brittle and when broken exhibit excellent prismatic
cleavage.On the other hand, someamphibole specimens ("amphibole asbestos")are not at all brittle
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and are easily disaggregatedinto strong, flexible fibers with pronounced elongation in the c direction.
Why is there this duplicity of mechanicalproperties
among the amphiboles,when both massiveand asbestiform types apparentlyhave the samebasic crystal structure and chemical characteristics? Perhaps
the differences in properties result from microstructural differences arising either during primary
growth or during subsequentalterationof the amphibole. Accordingly, I aim to identify the kinds of defects that lead to asbestiform habit in anthophyllite,
which is just one of numerous amphibolesthat can
occur either as massivecrystalsor as asbestos.
Defect control of amphibole habit has been discussedpreviously by Veblen et al. (1977),who suggestedthat asbestiformamphibolesselectivelybreak
along the (100) twin planes or stacking faults, or
along the chain-width errors that are abundant in
some occurrences(Veblen and Burnham, l978a,b;
Veblen and Buseck, 1979a,1980).Alario Franco e/
al. (1977) showed,on the other hand, that the fibrils
in commercial-gradecrocidolite (riebeckiteasbestos)
consist of individual crystallites that are elongated in
the c direction and are rotated with respectto each
other about the [001] direction. X-ray study of fibers
of a South African amosite (cummingtonite-9runerite asbestos)similarly showed extreme misorientation about the c axis (Zoltai, 1979).In these
cases,the primary mechanismof fiber formation is
presumably separationof the individual crystallites
along the grain boundariesthat separatethem. However, published reports suggestthat commercialamphibole asbestosspecimensalso contain a much
higher concentration of chain-width errors and twinning or stacking faults than their massive counterparts (Chishohn, 1973, 1975;Hutchison et al., 1975;
Veblenet al.,1977;Alario Francoet al.,1971;Veblen
and Buseck,in preparation), and possibly these defectscontribute to the fibrous habit or are intimately
connectedto the genesisof the rotated fibrils. On the
other hand, Walker and Zoltai (1979)have compared
amphibole asbestosflbers with synthetic whiskers
and have suggestedthat a low density ofsurface defectsmay be important for asbestosproperties.
There are thus several di-fferenthypothesesto explain the differencesbetween massiveand asbestiform habit in amphiboles.In this paper, new experimental evidenceon anthophyllite is presented,and
previously published reports are discussedin light of
this problem. This evidenceleads to the conclusion
that there is no single mechanism for the formation
of fibers in anthophyllite asbestos.Instead, several
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microstructuralcharacteristics,operatingeither alone
or in concert.can lead to the asbestiformhabit.
The anthophyllite asbestosexaminedalso contains
finely intergrown talc and serpentine minerals,
which were presumablyproduced during retrograde
metamorphismof the amphibole.Although the intergrowths are in some ways similar to those reported
previously in non-asbestiform specimens (Veblen
in preparation),this study reveals
and Buseck,1979b1'
further variations in serpentine combination structures involving antigorite, chrysotile, and lizardite.
The presenceof pervasiveminor alteration to sheet
silicatespresumablyalso affectsthe mechanicaldisaggregationpropertiesof anthophyllite asbestos.
Specimensand experimentaltechnique
Most of the work was performed with an anthophyllite asbestosspecimencollected at the Pelham
AsbestosMine, near Pelham, Massachusetts,while
on an amphibole excursion led by ProfessorPeter
Robinson.This specimenappearsto be typical of the
anthophyltte from this locality, which occursas large
blocksup to about a meter long in the fiber direction;
these blocks were left lying around the mine after
cessation of quarrying operations. The asbestos
blocks are coherent and appear splintery, but when
crushed they form fine, flexible, silky asbestosfiber.
A parting cutting the anthophyllite c axis limits the
length of individual milled fibrils to about one centimeter.
Thin specimensfor high-resolution transmission
electron microscopy were prepared by argon-ionaflling piecesof a petrographicthin sectioncut normal to the fibers.Electron microscopywas performed
with a JEoL JEM100B microscope,as describedby
Veblen and Buseck(1979a).Imageswere interpreted
as describedin Veblen et al. (1971)and Veblen and
Buseck(1979a,b;1980).
The above specimenwill be comparedwith other
anthophyllite specimensthat have already been described: anthophyllite from the Cascades,Washington (Veblen and Buseck, 1979b),and anthophyllite
from Chester, Vermont (Veblen and Burnham,
l978a,b; Veblen et al., 1977; Veblen and Buseck,
1979a,1980).
Microstructures in Pelhamanthophyllite
Chain-widthdisorder
The Pelham anthophyllite contains signiflcant
numbers of chain-width errors, primarily with chain
widths of three, four, five, and six. The wide-chain
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material accountsfor only a few percent of the total
chain sitcate, however, and no ordered domains of
chesteriteor jimthompsonite were observed.In lowresolution imagesthe chain-width errors, which are
parallel to (010),provide useful markersof crystallite
orientation.
In most cases,the terminationsof (010)lamellaeof
anomalouschain width, or "zippers," obey the coherent zipper termination rules of Veblen and Buseck
(1979c,1980).Rule violations that are accompanied
by structural distortion are, however, a little more
common in the Pelham anthophyllite asbestosthan
they are in the anthophyllite occurrenceat Chester,
Vermont. An exampleof sucha violation is shown in
Figure la, where a quadruple-chainzipper replaces
an anthophyllite slab two chainswide. Thus, an odd
number of chains (one) replaces an even number
(two), in violation of the secondtermination rule. As
in other amphiboleswith chain-width disorder, zipper terminations are typically clumped together,
along with associateddisplacive planar faults, as
shown in Figure lb. Such multiple terminations occur preferentially near grain boundaries.
Orientation relationshipsand crystallite size
Unlike anthophyllite specimens described previously, the Pelhamanthophyllite asbestosconsistsof
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very small crystallites that have their c axes fairly
well alignedin the fiber direction and that are rotated
with respectto each other around the fiber direction.
In this respectthis specimenis microstructurallysimilar to the Australian crocidotte describedby Alario
Franco et al. (1977) in a nnreu study and to the
South African amosite examined by Zoltai (1979),
the microstructure of which was inferred from an Xray experiment. In the Pelham specimen,angular
relationshipsamong the a and b axes of adjoining
crystallitesappear to be random and clearly are not
controlled by a twinning operation. The orientation
relationshipscan be deducedfrom selected-area
electron difraction patterns from severalcrystallites,as
shown in Figure 2. This pattern shows(ftk0) difractions from four anthophyllite crystals in different orientations,as well as light streaksarising from intergrown sheet silicate with stacking disorder. The
patternsare not centeredabout the central beam, indicating that the c axesof the di,fferentanthophyllite
crystallites are slightly misaligned. High-resolution
imaging further substantiatestheseorientation relationships.
Individual crystallitesare greatly elongatedin the
c direction. Their diameters in the specimensobservedin the rnu lange from a few hundred A to a
few micrometers,with most of the diameter5fslling

b

Fig. l. (a) A slab of quadruple-chain silicate terminating in anthophyllite. This "zippef' terminates without producing an additional
planar fault, and as a result produces structural distortion in the region of the termination. This distortion can be observed by sighting
along the white spots at a low angle in the directions of the traces of the (210) planes. (b) A clump of terminating zippers, some of which
are associated with additional planar faults having projected displacements of l,z4[l00].
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Gig. a); it is the finer-grainedmaterial that was examined in the electronmicroscope.
The microstructure of the Pelham anthophyllite,
with its long, thin, rotationally-disorderedcrystallites, is a curious one and raises the question of a
growth mechanismfor the rotated fibrils. The most
likely explanation involves a pervasive nucleation
event along an opening fracture. Nuclei oriented
with the fastestgrowth direction (c) nearly normal to
the fracture would grow asthe fracture opened,while
crystallitesin other orientationswould not propagate.
Such a mechanismis consistentwith the slight c-axis
misorientation among crystallitesin the Pelham asbestos.Walker and Zol|ai (1979)suggestedthat ampattern
Fig. 2. An electron diffraction
from four anthophyllite
phibole asbestosfibers, like somesyntheticwhiskers,
crystalttes in different orientations. The individual pattems are
are produced by spiral growth about a central screw
not cent€red about the central beam, but are displaced in various
dislocation.Though plausible,this mechanismwould
directions, showing that the c axes of the crystallites are not
require eachcrystalliteto possessa screwdislocation;
perfectly parallel to each other. The light streaks are from
contrast arising from such screw dislocations was not
stackinB-disordered talc intergrown in one of the grain boundobserved in the hundreds of fibers imaged with
HRTEMin this study. An extensivesearchu5ing conbetween0.1 and l.Opm. An example of a crystallite ventional TEM techniques similarly failed to demon0.06 x 0.l4pm in crosssectionis shown embeddedin strate the presence of any such dislocations having
a larger crystallite in Figure 3. In petrographic thin displacementcomponentsparallel to [001].With rare
section, regions with optically unresolvablecrystal- exceptions, zipper terminations that could conceivlites are interspersedwith areashaving crystalsfrom ably act as cores for spiral growth are likewise aba few micrometersup to half a millimeter in diameter sent. It thus seems unlikely that the elongation of

Fig. 3. Three different crystallites are indicated by the orientations of their a and D axes. The small crystallite in the upper part
of the figure is completely surrounded by the large crystal that
takes up most ofthe figure. The grain boundary between these two
crystals is the closed oblong white line.

Fig. 4. Petrographic thin section of a relatively coarse-grained
portion of the Pelham anthophyllite asbestos. One Iarge single
crystal (-0.5mm wide) is outlined in black. This large crystal is
surrounded by numerous small crystallites having variable
rotations about their c axes. Plane polarized light.
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amphibole asbestosfibers can be attributed to spiral
gro#th, at least in the presentspecimen.
Grain-boundarystructures
Several different types of grain-boundary structures are observedbetweencrystallitesin the Pelham
anthophyllite.The variationsin structureare,in part,
related to the orientation di-fferences
betweenadjoining grains.Where the orientation differencebetween
two crystallites is very small, the interface is commonly a simple low-angle grain boundary that is
mostly coherent,with partial dislocationsabsorbing
the structural misfit (Fig. 5a; the relative rotation between the two crystalsis about 0.5"). With larger differencesin orientation betweenadjoining crystallites,
structural coherencyis lost, at leastfor most interface
orientations (Fig. 5b; the relative rotation between
the two crystalsis about 9o).
Many grain boundariesbetweencrystallites,however,are not simple amphibole-amphiboleinterfaces
like thoseshownin Figures5a,b.Instead,most of the
high-anglegrain boundaries,and also someof those
with low angles,are at leastpartially filled with sheet
silicates that include talc, serpentineminerals, and
chlorite. An overview of the boundaries between
three crystallites is shown in Figure 5c. At such
boundaries containing sheet silicates,the interfaces
between the sheetmineral and one of the crystallites
usually exhibit strong structural control; these controlled interfacesare generally planar, while the interfaceof the sheetsilicatewith the other crystalliteis
irregular or ragged. The relationshipsbetween talc
and anthophyllite at the controlled interfaces are typically the sameas thosecommonly observedbetween
talc and pyribole at Chester,Vermont (Veblen and
Buseck,1980):(l) anll c^^,b,ll b*, and c[ ll a""; or
(2) (001),"ll (210)"".Boundarieshaving the first orientation relationship are typically parallel to (010),
(210),or (100) of the anthophyllite. Where the sheet
silicate occupyingthe boundary betweenanthophyllite crystallitesis chlorite or serpentine,(001) of the
sheetsilicateis commonlyparallel to (210)of the amphibole. This relationshipis shown in Figure 5d, an
interface between antigorite and anthophyllite; a
large-scaleundulation of the antigorite layers can
also be seenin this figure.
Another grain-boundary relationship is shown in
Figure 5e,where short talc layersare crystallographically related to one of the anthophyllite crystallites
by relationship (l) above, but this controlled talcamphibole interfaceis raggedrather than planar. In
contrast, the boundary of the other anthophyllite

crystallite is nearly planar and parallel to (210)-.
This situation is lesscommonthan thosein which the
crystallographically-controlledinterface is planar. The
fact that one of the anthophyllite boundaries is
nearly always planar and has a rational crystallographic orientation of low index suggeststhat the
interface energy is minimized by having one planar
boundary and one raggedboundary, rather than two
ragged boundaries with the sheet silicate. Another
feature shown in Figure 5e is the local intercalation
of 5A layers in the talc; the structural configuration
in such placesis that of a chlorite mineral and has
been observedin other occurrenceswhere chain silicateshave partially reactedto talc (Veblen and Buseck, 1980;in preparation).
Sheetsilicatesintergrownwith Pelhamanthophyllite
In addition to the featuresdescribedin the last section on grain-boundary structure, there are many
other fascinatingmicrostructuresin the sheetsilicates
in this asbestosspecimen.In places,much of the anthophyllite has been replacedby talc and serpentine,
so that there are sheetsilicategrains in the tenth-micron size range,rather than simply as narrow grainboundary fillings. Electron diffraction patterns indicate that this sheet silicate is oriented with its
sheetsmore or less parallel to the pyribole silicate
chains, as is typical in chain silicates that have
partially reacted to sheet silicates. There is some
variation in this orientation,however,just as there is
variation in the orientationsof the c axesof the anthophyllite, but the variations are not great enough
to preclude simple interpretation of the Hnrnrraimages.
The larger grains of talc are not very noteworthy.
Like the talc that has been reported from intergrowthswith pyroxenes,amphiboles,and wide-chain
silicatesfrom other localities,it exhibits stackingdisorder in most areas,and the layers are commonly
pulled apart locally (Veblen and Buseck, 1979b,
1980;in preparation).
The serpentineminerals, on the other hand, display remarkablediversity of structure.Like the finegrained serpentinein certain uralites (Veblen and
Buseck, 1979b), planar (lizardite) and curved
(chrysotile) structures combine in some places to
form complex patterns. More typical in this anthophyllite asbestosspecimen,however, are curvature
reversals in chrysotile, without the presence of lizardite structure.Figure 6 showssuch microstructures
in chrysotilethat has grown, with talc, in two places
along a low-angle (1.6') grain boundary.
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The most abundant serpentine mineral in this
specimenis antigorite;the experimentalimaging conditions for antigorite have beenexploredin somedetail by Yada (1979).Yada found that image quality
in antigorite was generally so poor that image processing techniques were required to produce interpretablephotographs.This problem was not encountered in the presentstudy, however,perhapsbecause
of the low-damagemethodsused in specimenpreparation. In some parts of the Pelham specimen, the
antigorite occurs as undeformed crystals in which
two different polytypesare intergrown. One of these
is a one-layerpolytype (c = 7.34), and the other is a
two-layer polytype 1c= 14.6A).Multiple-layer polytypes of antigorite have been recognizedonly very
recently (Yada, 1979;Arne Olsen,personalcommunication). Although Yada reported finding both a
one-layerand a two-layer polytype in the samespecimen, he did not observe the two polytypes intergrown in the same crystal. Figure 7, on the other
hand, showsboth stackingvariations intergrown on
an intimate basis. In addition, Figure 7 shows two
heretoforeunreported featuresin antigorite: both of
the ordered polytypes contain isolated stacking
faults, and the ordered antigorite is further intergrown with antigorite having disordered stacking.
These featureswere not observedto change during
exposureto the electron beam, indicating that they
are not the result of electron-inducedfaulting. The
antigorite crystals of the sort shown in Figure 7 displayed modulation periodicities(a axes)of about 3540A. The image in Figure 7 was producedby tilting
the crystal slightly out of orientation to enhancethe
contrast; a similar method was employed by
Iijima and Buseck(1975)to improve the contrast of
imagesshowingenstatitestacking.
Although the periodicity of curvature reversal in
the layers of classical antigorite is usually around
40A, there are many areasin the serpentineof the
Pelhamspecimenwhere the distancebetweenrevers-
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als is much longer and non-periodic.In someplaces,
this leadsto kinks in the layer structure(Figs. 8a, 5d),
and, in other places,regions without curvature reversal lead to orientation variations in the antigorite
(Fig. 8b) or to a sinuousstructureon a much larger
scale than that of classical antigorite (Fig. 8b,c).
More completeroll forms can also corrbine with the
antigorite structure (Fig. 8d). All theseobservations
shown in Figure 8 demonstratethat the antigorite
structurecan be intimately associatedwith serpentine
having more extensivecurving of the sheets,which is
perhaps better thought of as local chrysotile structure. [t is thereforenecessary,at least in this case,to
recognizea structural and hence stoichiometriccontinuum betweenthe antigorite and chrysotile structures as classicallydefined by Whittaker and Zussman (1956).
Mechanismsof fiber formation in anthophylliteasbestos
It is clear from the microstructuresin the Pelham
anthophyllite that the primary mechanism for the
formation of individual fibers must be the separation
of the crystallites along grain boundaries.Most of
these grain boundaries are structurally discontinuous, indicating that the bonding acrossthe boundaries must be much weaker than in the bulk anthophyllite structure. Additionally, many of the grain
boundariesbetweencrystallitesare fllled with sheet
silicates,possibly further reducing the cohesionbetween adjacent anthophyllite crystals.Furthermore,
incipient disaggregationof the asbestosalong the
grain boundariescan be observedin the electronmicroscopeas unfilled gaps between some crystallites;
such gapspresumablywere createdduring specimen
preparation or handling. Separationalong crystallite
grain boundariesis also the most likely mechanism
of fiber formation in the crocidolite examined by
Alario Franco et al. (1977)and in the amositeof Zoltai (1979), which exhibited misorientation strongly

Fig. 5. Different grain-boundarytypes in anthophyllite asbestos.(a) Low-angle amphibole-amphibolegrain boundary (about 0.5')
that is primarily coherent.The two crystalsare separatedby a seriesofpartial dislocations,which are indicated by black arrows. The
white line is parallel to the (010) traces,and the rotation betweenthe crystalscan be seenby sighting along this line at a low angle.(b)
Amphibole-amphibole grain boundary with a higher angle (about 9'). The amphibole structur€ is primarily discontinuous acrossthe
boundary,exceptin the upper left, where two segmentsof the boundary are closeto (010) of the two crystals.Triple- and quintuplechain zippers t€rminate at the grain boundary. (c) An overview of grain boundaries betweenthree crystallites (indicated by a- and 6-axis
orientations). The boundaries are partially filled by talc (T). Along most parts of the boundaries, the talc forms a planar coherent
interface with one of the amphibole crystals.Terminations of chain-width defects(arrowed) can be seenin the largest crystal. (d) A grain
boundary between anthophyllite (Anth) and antigorite (Atg). The layers of the antigorite structure are parallel to (210) of the
anthophyllite. A large undulation is also presentin the antigorite. (e) Grain boundary betweentwo anthophyllite crystallites that is filled
with talc. Extra layers (arrowed) with spacing of 5A are probably brucite-Iike sheets, which locally produce a chlorite structural
confguration.
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Fig. 6. Talc (T) and serpentine intergrown along a low-angle grain boundary between two anthophyllite crystals. The sharp line
running diagonally across the figure is simply a photographic splice. The serpentine primarily has the curved forms of chrysotile.
Incomplete chrysotile rolls can be seen in the large embayment of sheet silicate on the left side of the figure. In the embayment in the
upper right, part of the serpentine possesses an S form, and two other rolls of chrysotile are intergrown to form a figure 8. The white line
near the center of the figure follows the traces of (210) planes in the two anthophyllite crystallites; by viewing along this line at a low
angle, the relative rotation between the two crystaltites can be seen

suggestiveof the type of crystallite rotation microstructure evident in the Pelham anthophyllite asbestos.lndeed, it now seemslikely that separation
along grain boundariesof crystallitesthat are greatly
elongatedin the c direction is the primary mecha-

Fig. 7. Image of antigorite tilted slightly out of orientation to
enhancecontrast.Two orderedpolytypeshaving basalspacingsof
7.3 and 14.6Aare shown. Stackingfaults in the ordered antigorite
are indicated by arrows, and antigorite with disordered stacking is
designatedDO.

nism for fiber formation in most, if not all, commercial-gradeamphibole asbestos.
Yet not all fibrous anthophyllitespossessthe type
of microstructurefound in the Pelhamspecimen.Anthophyllite and associatedwide-chainpyriboles from
Chester, Vermont, do not contain rotationally disorderedsubmicroscopiccrystallites.It is true that this
material is not a high-quality asbestos,but crystals
with extensivechain-width disorder disaggregate
with very mild crushingto fibers with high aspectratios (as much as severalthousand to one), many of
which are extremely flexible. Thesephysical properties underscorethe observationof Zoltai (1979)that
there may be a continuum of mechanicalproperties
from asbestiformto brittle in amphiboles.Veblen el
al. (1977) suggestedseveralreasonswhy the mechanism of fiber formation in this specimenfrom Chester is breakage along the (010) chain-width errors
and the (100)exsolutionlamellaeand stackingfaults.
First, partings parallel to (010) and (100) (Veblen
and Burnham, 1978a)demonstratethat the Chester
material does,in fact, break parallel to theseplanes,
as well as breaking parallel to the ordinary (210) orthoamphibolecleavageplanes.Suchpartings are not
typical of most amphiboles,although tremolite polysynthetically-twinnedon (100) and hornblende with
(100) exsolution lamellae do commonly part on
(100).In addition, it hasbeenobserveddirectly in the
teM where ledgesoccur on (lO0) and (010) crystal
surfacesthat the anthophyllite has, in fact, broken
along stackingfaults and chain-width errors (Fig. 9).
One chain-silicate crystal may, in fact, split into nu-
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meroussmaller fibers, as shown in Figure 9b, which
also suggeststhat the resulting fibers are flexible.
Such breakagealong defectspresumably occurs becausethe stackingfaults and wide-chainslabsin the
anthophyllite structure representplanes of high energy, even though the crystal structureis completely
continuousacrosstheseplanes.
Note that not all anthophyllitethat containschainwidth errors is as fibrous as the material from Chester. An anthophyllite from the Cascades,Washington
(Veblen and Buseck, 1979b) contains a moderate
number of such errors (fewer than the Chester amphibole) but tends to form acicular amphibole particleswhen crushed.This differencein mechanicalbehavior suggeststhat the energiesof the chain-width
errors are diferent in the two cases,leading to easier
fracture in the Chestercase,that the densityof chainwidth errors is an important parameterin the degree
offibrousness,or that someother factor, such as de-

formation history or minor chemicaldiferences,may
play a role in the physicalpropertiesof theseamphiboles.
Although breakagealong chain-width errors and
twin planesor stackingfaults may not be the primary
mechanismof fiber formation in most commercialgrade amphibole asbestosspecimens,such breakage
may still occur and contribute to the fiber properties,
even when most of the fiber separationoccursalong
grain boundaries.For example,further splitting of flbrils that have separatedalong grain boundariesmay
occur along chain-width errors and stacking faults
during milling. Such defectsappearto be nearly universalin commercial-gradeamphiboleasbestos,having been reported in many different specimensby
competent electron microscopists(Chisholn, 1973,
1975; Hutchison e/ al., 1975; Alario Franco et al.,
1977); in addition, of several other amphibole asbestos specimensI examined, all contain at least

Fig. 8. Corrugation periodicity disorder and misorientation in antigorite. (a) A kink in the serpentine sheets. Local orientations of c+
are indicated. (b) Variation in layer curvature reversal can lead to orientation differences in different parts of an antigorite crystal. In the
center and right portions of this figure the comrgation is nonperiodic, and the distance between curvature reversals is longer than that in
typical antigorites. (c) Serpentine showing a highly sinuous arratrgement oflayers and resulting orientation differences. (d) Intergrowth
of antigorite (Atg) and chrysotile (C) forms of serpentine.
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c
Fig. 9. Preferentialsplitting of anthophyllite from Chester,Vermont, along planar defects.(a) Multiple-beam dark-field image of a
ledgeon the €dgeof an anthophyllitecrystal (shownby large white arrow) and its relationshipto a (100)stackingfault (SF). The crystal
has broken along the stacking fault. (The crystal appearslight in this dark-field image.) (b) One end of an anthophyllite crystal splitting
into severalsmallerfibers along planesparallel to (100).The bendingassociatedwith the splayingat the end of the crystalsuggeststhat
the thin fibers being formed will be flexible. (c) Single-beambright-field image of an anthophyllite crystal that has partially split along a
triple chain-width error (3). The large white arrow indicates a ledge on the edge of the crystal. (The crystal appearsdark in this brightfield image.)

somechain-width errorsand abundant(100)stacking
faults or twin planes.These defectscould thus provide important secondarymechanismsof fiber formation in high-quality amphibole asbestos.
The abundanceof planar defectsin amphibole asbestoscontrastssharply with the paucity or absence
of suchfeaturesin many massiveamphiboles.It was,
in fact, primarily this marked difference in planar defect abundancethat led Veblen et al. (1977) to hypothesizethat the primary mode of fiber formation in
all amphibole asbestosis separationalong planar defects. Even though fibers are probably commonly
produced by separationalong grain boundaries,the
correlation between asbestiform habit and chainwidth errors and stackingor twin faults must be explained. There are severalpossibilitiesfot this correlation. One explanationis that the conditions of primary growth of amphibole asbestosof the Pelham
type, with rotated fibrils, also favor the planar defects.The defectsin asbestoswith this type of microstructure would thus be formed during crystal
growth, whereasthe defectsthat produce fibrousness
in amphibolesof the Chestertype are formed subsequent to growth, during retrograde hydration reactions. Faulting during crystal growth may, in fact, be
the best explanation for abundant (100) twin planes
or stacking faults. It is probably easier,however,to
explain at leastsomeof the abundantchain-width errors in the Pelham anthophyllite as the products of
retrogradereaction.Many of the microstructuresassociatedwith chain-width errorsare similar to micro-

structuresassociatedwith pyribole alteration at other
localities. Furthermore, alteration to talc, serpentine
minerals, and chlorite has clearly taken place along
most of the grain boundariesin the Pelham asbestos,
and it is logical to assumethat partial reactionby the
introduction of chain-width errors took place at the
sametime. In fact, the extremelyabundant,incoherent, high-angle grain boundaries in amphibole asbestoswith this rotated-fibermicrostructureprovide
excellentconduitsthrough the asbestosfor fluids that
produce alteration. It is, in fact, hard to irnagine alteration not taking place. Thus, it may be the permeability of much amphibole asbestosalong highangle grain boundaries that leads to the correlation
between asbestiformhabit and large concentrations
of chain-width errors. On the other hand, some fibrous amphiboles, such as those from Chester,
clearly acquire their errors in chain width without
the benefit of such a cellular structure.
The role of surface defects
Preliminary tensile strength measurements of
Walker and Zoltai (1979) have suggestedthat the ultimate strength of amphibole asbestosmay exceed
that of acicular amphibole crystals by as much as a
factor of thirty. By analogy with strength enhancement in synthetically-preparedwhiskers,it is argued
that this differenceresults from a larger number of
surface defects (Griffith cracks and dislocations impinging on the crystal surface) in the acicular amphiboles, as compared with their asbestiformcounter-
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parts. It is further suggestedthat the paucity of
surfacedefectsin amphibole asbestosis the primary
causeof the asbestiformphysical properties(ZolIai,
1979;Walker and Zottai, 1979).
Such a systematicdifference in surface defect densitiesmay exist.There is, however,no direct TEMevidenceto support such a conclusion.Such a strength
differencemay, instead,be a simple result of crystal
size: with a dislocation density of lOu,/cm2,an asbestosfiber 0.lpm in diameterand lcm long could be
expectedto have about 30 dislocationsimpinging on
its surface;an acicular amphibolecrystal lmm in diameter of the same length and with the same dislocation density would have roughly 300,000 dislocations meeting its surface. If, in fact, tensile
rupture tends to occur at dislocation-surfacejunctions, there are clearly many more possiblesites for
failure to be initiated in the acicular amphibole.The
simple differencein surface/volumeratio might then
in strength.More
accountfor the observeddi-fference
detailed measurementsof tensile strengths,coupled
with reu observationsof dislocationand crystal surface ledge densities,should resolvethis question.
It has not been experirnentallydemonstratedthat
there are systematicdifferencesin dislocation densities between asbestiformand non-asbestiformamphiboles. It has, however, been shown conclusively
that there are major microstructuraldifferences.Specifically, there are extremedifferencesin the numbers
of high-angle grain boundaries and/or planar defects. Almost certainly the individual amphibole fibers come apart along theseweak boundariesmore
easily than massiveamphibole can cleave,and these
boundaries are therefore primarily responsiblefor
the asbestiformphysical properties.It is this easeof
fiber separationthat, even in hand specimen,obviously distinguishesamphibole asbestosfrom non-asbestiform varieties,not a secondaryproperty such as
tensilestrength.Easy separationalong planar defects
may lead to crystal surfaceswith fewer ledgesthan
those formed by cleavage in acicular amphibole.
Further investigations may therefore demonstrate
such surface differences,but thesedi-fferences
could
well be a consequencerather than a causeofthe asbestiform habit.
Conclusions

with respectto eachother around axescloseto c. The
rotation betweenadjoining crystallitesproducesa variety of grain-boundary structures,and many of the
grain boundaries contain intergrown sheet silicates.
In places,thesesheetsilicatesexhibit numerouscomplexities, including the intergrowth of antigorite and
chrysotile structures.
The above microstructuresstrongly suggestthat
individual anthophyllite asbestosfibers form by separation along the weak, high-anglegrain boundaries
between crystallites. Investigationsof anthophyllite
from Chester,Vermont, on the other hand, have suggestedthat flexible flbers with very high aspectratios
can be produced by splitting along chain-width errors and (100) stacking faults (or twin planes in
monoclinic amphibole). The problem of the mechanism of fiber formation in amphibole asbestosmay,
therefore, be a bit obstinate; instead of a single,
simple explanationfor the asbestiformhabit, several
separatemechanismsof fiber formation may operate
either alone or in concert.
This paper has dealt primarily with anthophyllite.
Complete chancteruation of microstructuresin amphibole asbestoswill require not only further observations on anthophyllite asbestosfrom other localities, but also investigationson other compositions,
such as grunerite (amosite)and riebeckite (crocidolite). High-resolution electron microscopic observations on additional samplesshould enable a better
evaluation of the factors controlling the asbestiform
habit in amphiboles.Such work is currently in progressin this laboratory.
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